2020 SADD National Conference
June 28 - July 1, 2020

For more information, visit SADD.org

Gateway to Success
empower. engage. mobilize. change.

Opening Keynote
John Beebe
Everest climber and global adventurer

Closing Keynote
Juan Bendana

All New!
SADD Gives Back Service Center
Earn volunteer hours during conference!

- Write letters to deployed military personnel
- Make blankets for local shelters
- Make toys for animal shelters
- AND MORE TO COME!

Hyatt Regency
St. Louis at the Arch
315 Chestnut Street
St. Louis, MO 63102
Book your rooms today!

Registration Opens Late Fall 2019 In the SADD Portal
Lower registration fees for 2020!

Hannah & Charlie
Not OK App

Hannan & Charlie
Everest climber and global adventurer

John Beebe
Everest climber and global adventurer

Juan Bendana

For more information, visit SADD.org